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Glassic - Match-3 game with emphasis on gameplay, graphics and sound
Published on 02/21/13
PixelOxygen is proud to introduce Glassic 1.0 for iOS. Glassic is our view on the ideal
Match 3 game. When developing Glassic we've concentrated on ideal classic gameplay, clean
graphics, great animations, sound and music. To add even more fun we've made balls out of
glass, with the cool effects when you create a combination and break them. I think players
will definitely will like this! Glassic is a good way to kill some time or relax sitting
on you comfortable couch. It is easy to play.
Rostov-on-Don, Russian Federation - PixelOxygen is proud to introduce Glassic 1.0 for iOS.
Glassic is our vision of the ideal Match 3 game. When developing Glassic we've
concentrated on classic gameplay, clean graphics, great animations, sound and music.
To add even more fun we've made balls out of glass, with the cool effects when you create
a combination and break them. I think players will definitely will love this!
You can try Glassic for Free in iTunes!
There is a lot of other match 3 games, but Glassic is different in a special way.
Ever wanted to play a match 3 game with a classic gameplay? Play without super blasting or
rainbow balls, twisted plot making you press "next" button, watching some far-fetched
scenario videos which take more of your time than actual game? But you still want to get a
modern game of high quality? Then Glassic is what you need!
Glassic allows you:
* Concentrate on game process.
* Tinkle your brain finding best combinations on levels with increasing difficulty.
* Get surrounded with cool music, sounds & animations.
* Challenge your friends and complete strangers using Game Center.
Glassic is a good way to kill some time or relax sitting on you comfortable couch. It is
easy to play, has eye pleasing graphics, atmosphere music and sounds.
We've made this game to enjoy playing it ourselves since we couldn't find any existing
game in the AppStore, and even after almost 6 months of development and constant testing,
which involves a lot of playing, we still enjoy playing it, so I think you just cannot get
tired of such classic game!
Try Glassic at the AppStore for Free!
This game was developed by 2 companies: Iron Water Studio and PixelOxygen.
About Iron Water Studio:
Iron Water Studio specializing on mobile development for iOS and Android, including games
and complex business applications. info@ironwaterstudio.com Phone: 7 (863) 303 1063
Device Requirements:
* iOS 4.3 or later
* iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad
* 119 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Glassic 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games
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category.
PixelOxygen:
http://pixeloxygen.com/
Glassic 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/glassic/id591777704
Screenshot 1:
http://pixeloxygen.com/download/glassic_screen1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://pixeloxygen.com/download/glassic_screen2.png
Screenshot 3:
http://pixeloxygen.com/download/glassic_screen3.png
Press Kit - zip:
http://pixeloxygen.com/download/glassic_presskit_en.zip

Located in Rostov-on-Don, Russian Federation, PixelOxygen focuses on mobile development &
IT-Consulting. Copyright (C) 2013 PixelOxygen. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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